
Four Seasons Alexandria Egypt, stay in style

Four Seasons Hotel Alexandria at San Stefano recaptures the glamour of Egypt’s coastal resort
with its seafront tower in the centre of the city’s celebrated Corniche. With a distinctive
European flair, the 118-room Hotel adds 21st century elegance to Alexandria’s renowned
Mediterranean ambience, setting new standards for beach-side living in the summer capital of
the Middle East.  
Built on the site of the historic San Stefano Hotel, the Hotel forms an integral part of the city’s

new Grand Plaza complex in the elite San Stefano district. The fourth Four Seasons property in
Egypt and the ninth to open in the Middle East, the Hotel’s extensive facilities include, terraced
pool rooms and suites; décor inspired by ocean and blue skies; nine dining experiences ranging
from Lebanese fine-dining to an Italian street café; a European Spa and Mediterranean views
from almost every window.
Alexandria is the second largest city in Egypt – and the most culturally diverse – with a

coastline that stretches over 30km. Palm-lined boulevards, beautiful gardens and wide-ranging
historical sites combined with a thriving café culture and convivial inhabitants to give the city a
bohemian air. Alexandria’s proximity to Cairo – only 225 km – provides an ideal opportunity for
a twin-centre stay at Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile Plaza or Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at
The First Residence.
Key points of note at Four Seasons Hotel Alexandria at San Stefano:
· The most luxurious guestrooms in the city, each with at least one furnished balcony or terrace.
· A variety of dining experiences comprising nine terraced restaurants and lounges.
· Two-storey Spa and Wellness Centre with 14 treatment rooms, Fitness Centre and fourth floor

pool terrace offers a large circular infinity pool and pool deck.
· 1,900 m² (20,000 sq. ft.) of function space including a Grand Ballroom, accommodating up to

900 guests and accessed via its own private entrance.
· Fourth floor terrace with large circular infinity pool, whirlpool and pool deck.
· The Hotel offers the personalized, anticipatory service which guests have come to rely on at

Four Seasons properties around the world. Four Seasons staff are dedicated, committed and
inspired to deliver attentive personalized service.
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